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1 Introduction
Consider a vector field V 2 Lp.B2;R2/. If div V D 0, then by the Poincaré Lem-
ma we know that there exists a W 1;p-function  with
V D r? : (1.1)
The next case in which the situation is relatively standard is when (in the sense of
distributions)
divV D 2
NX
iD1
niıxi ; for some ni 2 Z n ¹0º and xi 2 B2: (1.2)
Note that we cannot have V 2 Lp unless p < 2 holds (consider the model case
V.x/ D x
jxj2
, corresponding to N D 1, x1 D .0; 0/, n1 D 1 in (1.2)).
The representation (1.1) holds then just locally outside the points xi , and the lo-
cal representations do not lift to a global one. If p  1 then we obtain that the func-
tion  is locally harmonic and V is locally holomorphic. Therefore, it is possible
to find a representation of the form (1.1) for a function  2 W 1;p.B2;R=2Z/,
by taking  D Arg.V /C C for any constant C . Equivalently, one could use the
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Green function for the laplacian to obtain a harmonic solution of rg D V , and
then from the regularity of g the existence of  would follow.
If we now consider the preimage   1.y/ of any regular value y 2 R=2Z
of  , then we see by Sard’s theorem that this will be a rectifiable set, and with the
orientation corresponding to the vector field rg, we can also consider this set as
an integral current I on NB2. The boundary of this current is precisely the sum of
Dirac masses in (1.2) (without the “2” factor):
@I xB
2 D
NX
iD1
niıxi D
1
2
divV: (1.3)
When passing to the case where we allow N D1 in (1.2), we have to face the
new difficulty that not all the formal infinite sums of Dirac masses can be rep-
resented as the distributional divergence of an Lp-vector field. The most obvious
restriction (depending on the Fubini Theorem) is seen as follows. Let† be a closed
smooth Jordan curve and consider its perturbations †.t/, t 2 Œ "; ", via a fam-
ily of diffeomorphisms. Then the flux f .t/ of V through †.t/ should satisfy again
f 2 Lp.Œ "; "/. In particular, it cannot happen that the algebraic sum of the Dirac
masses inside † stays infinite for a set of times t of positive measure.
If we assume for a moment that a rectifiable 1-current I as in (1.3) exists, the
above condition would translate by saying that the mass of the slice of I along
†.t/ is an Lp-function of t .
In this work we prove a necessary and sufficient condition for a representability
property like (1.1) to hold. Consider a smooth domain   R2 or the domain
 D S2 ' C [ ¹1º. Our main result is then:
Main Theorem 1 (first version). Suppose we have a vector field V 2 Lp.;R2/
with p > 1 whose divergence can be represented by the boundary of an integral
1-current I on , i.e.
1
2
Z
V  r D hI; di 8 2 C1c ./: (1.4)
Then there exists aW 1;p-function u W ! R=2Z such that V D r?u and uj@
has zero degree. Viceversa, for any u 2 W 1;p.;R=2Z/ with deg.uj@/ D 0,
the vector field r?u belongs to Lp and has divergence equal to the boundary of
a current in I1./, in the sense of (1.4).
The zero degree condition on @ in the above theorem can be removed in the
following way. Consider a Lp-vector field V such that
1
2
divV D @I C
NX
iD1
niıxi for some ni 2 Z n ¹0º and xi 2 : (1.5)
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Then we can find, via the Green function method sketched in the introduction, a
vector field V 0 satisfying (1.2) and a function  0 2 W 1;p.;R=2Z/ satisfying
(1.1), with
deg. 0j@/ D
NX
iD1
ni ;
1
2
div.V   V 0/ D @I;
and we can apply the Main Theorem to the vector field V  V 0 obtaining a function
 2 W 1;p.;R=2Z/ with degree zero on the boundary @ and which satisfies
r? D V   V 0. Then  C  0 will satisfy
r?. C  0/ D V;
deg.. C  0/j@/ D
NX
iD1
ni :
With this construction we obtain the following generalization:
Corollary 1.1. Suppose we have an Lp-vector field V satisfying (1.5). Then there
exists aW 1;p-function u W ! R=2Z such that V D r?u and uj@ has degreePN
iD1 ni . Viceversa, for any u 2 W 1;p.;R=2Z/ with deg.uj@/ D d 2 Z, the
vector field r?u belongs to Lp and satisfies (1.5), where d DPni .
In the case p D 1, a result similar to the Main Theorem above is a subcase of
the result of [1]. An equivalent statement of such a result is (see also Section 1.1,
where different notations are proposed):
Proposition 1.2 ([1]). For each integral 1-current I of finite mass on there exists
a map  2 W 1;1.;R=2Z/ such that (in the sense of distributions)
@I D
1
2
div.r? /:
The distribution div.r? / is called distributional Jacobian of  .
Remark 1.3. As seen in Example 6.1, for p > 1, unlike the case p D 1, a large
subclass of the boundaries of integral currents is not realized as distributional
Jacobian of maps in W 1;p.B2; S1/, therefore we must ask for a higher integra-
bility condition for the current I : this is why the existence of the Lp-vector field
V is imposed.
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1.1 Different formulations of the Main Theorem
We have at least three ways of looking at the manifold S1, namely:
(i) as a subset of R2: S1 D ¹.x; y/ 2 R2 W x2 C y2 D 1º,
(ii) via a parametrization: S1 D ¹.cos.t/; sin.t// W t 2 Rº,
(iii) as a group quotient: S1 D R=2Z.
When consideringW 1;p-maps on B2 with values in S1, these three points of view
lead to three possible spaces:
(i) W1 D ¹u 2 W 1;p.B2;R2/ W u21.x/Cu22.x/ D 1; a.e. x 2 B2º, which is just
the usual definition of W 1;p.B2; S1/,
(ii) W2 D ¹.cos. /; sin. // W  2 W 1;p.B2;R/º,
(iii) W3 D ¹u 2 W 1;p.B2;R/º=, where u1  u2 if u1   u2 is a measurable
map with values on 2Z a.e. We denote this space by W 1;p.B2;R=2Z/.
The space W1 is isomorphic as a (topological vector space) to W3 via the diffeo-
morphism
 W R=2Z ! S1; t 7! .cos.t/; sin.t//:
On the other hand, the spaceW2 is different fromW1;W3 because of the following
result:
Theorem 1.4 ([8]). If 1  p < 2 and u 2 W 1;p.Bn; S1/, then the following state-
ments are equivalent:
 u can be strongly approximated by smooth maps uk 2 C1.Bn; S1/.
 d.u/ D 0 in the sense of distributions.
 There exists Qu 2 W 1;p.Bn;R/ such that u D .cos. Qu/; sin. Qu//.
In our work, the spaceW3 seems notationally lighter, but sinceW1 is more com-
mon, we would like to reformulate the Main Theorem here:
Main Theorem 2 (second version). Let V 2 Lp.;R2/ with p > 1 be a vector
field satisfying equation (1.4) for an integral 1-current I . Then there exists a map
u 2 W 1;p.; S1/ with degree zero on @ such that V D u2r?u1   u1r?u2.
Viceversa, for any map u 2 W 1;p.; S1/ with zero degree on the boundary, the
vector field u2r?u1   u1r?u2 is in Lp and has divergence equal to the bound-
ary of an integral current.
We describe how to pass from the first to the second version of the Main Theo-
rem in Section 3.1.
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Our result can be reformulated in somewhat more geometrical terms by identi-
fying differential forms ˛ 2 Lp.;^1/ with vector fields1 V˛ 2 Lp.;R2/ by
setting V˛ D .˛2; ˛1/ if ˛ D ˛1 dx C ˛2 dy, so that d˛ corresponds to divV˛.
We also observe that if we consider the tangent space of S1 D R=2Z to be iden-
tified with R in the canonical way, then Vu can be identified with r?u. We
obtain therefore the following alternative formulation:
Main Theorem 3 (third version). Let p > 1, let be either a regular open domain
in R2 or the sphere S2, and let  be the volume form of S1. Then the following
equality holds:
¹u W u 2 W 1;p.; S1/; deg.uj@/ D 0º
D ¹˛ W ˛ 2 Lp.;^1R2/; 9I 2 I1./; Œd˛ D @I º;
where I1./ represents the finite mass integral rectifiable 1-currents on  and
Œd˛ is the distribution associated to d˛ by imposing
hŒd˛; 'i D
Z

d˛ ^ ' 8' 2 D0./:
1.2 Ingredients of the proof
The proof of the first part of our theorem follows from a density result: We prove
that the class of Lp-vector fields with finitely many topological singularities is
dense in the class of vector fields satisfying the condition (1.4). This fact is proved
in Section 2, and the proof is in the spirit of the work [3] of Bethuel (see also
[2, 4, 6, 10] for related results), and is inspired by the ideas present in [12] and in
[11]. It is easy to prove the first part of the Main Theorem for V having finitely
many singularities. We can then pass to the limit the W 1;p-maps uk obtained in
the simpler case for an approximating sequence
Vk
Lp
  ! V ;
in order to achieve the representation result in the first part of the Main Theorem
(see Section 3).
The second part of the theorem is a direct consequence of a coarea formula (see
for example [13]), which is related to the Sard theorem for Sobolev spaces (for
which see among others [5, 7, 9]). We state here just the result that we need.
1 This is a special instance of the identification of k-covectors ˛ with .n   k/-vectors V in an
n-dimensional oriented manifoldM given by imposing
hˇ; V i D hˇ ^ ˛; EM i
for all .n   k/-covectors ˇ, where EM is an orienting n-vector field of M .
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Theorem 1.5. If f 2 W 1;ploc .Mm; N n/ for some manifolds M;N , then there exists
a Borel representative of f such that f  1.y/ is countably .m n/-rectifiable and
has finite Hm n-measure for almost all y 2 N and such that for every measurable
function g there holdsZ
M
g.x/jJf .x/jdH
m.x/ D
Z
N
Z
f  1.y/
g.x/dHm n.x/

dHn.y/; (1.6)
where jJf .x/j D
p
det.Dfx Df Tx /.
2 A density result
We consider two classes of vector fields:
VZ WD ¹V 2 L
p.D;R2/ W (1.4) holdsº;
and
VR WD ¹V 2 VZ W V is smooth outside a finite set S  Dº:
Since VZ is closed in Lp, it is clear that VR
Lp
 VZ. We want to prove the
following result:
Proposition 2.1. With the above notations, VR
Lp
D VZ holds.
By the remarks about VR and VZ, we just have to prove that any V 2 VZ
can be approximated up to an arbitrary small error " > 0 in Lp-norm, by some
V" 2 VR. The strategy of our proof is to choose first a “grid of circles of radius r”,
on which we mollify appropriately V , and then to extend the mollified vector field
inside each circle by creating finitely many singularities (note that the number
of singularities might become unbounded for r ! 0), and by staying Lp-near
the initial V . Finally, we will patch together the extensions on each of the balls
bounded by these circles, obtaining the wanted approximant V". The way in which
we “fill the r-balls” will be by either radial or harmonic extension: we decide the
method to apply depending on the degree of Vm on the respective ball (we are
guided in this by the result of Demengel [8] cited in Theorem 1.4).
2.1 Choice of a good covering
Lemma 2.2. Given a real r > 0, there exists a natural number N , a set of cen-
ters ¹x1; : : : ; xN º and a positive measure subset E  Œ3=4r; rN such that for all
.r1; : : : ; rN / 2 E the following hold:
 The balls ¹B1; : : : ; BN º with Bi D Bri .xi / cover B2.
 The smaller balls B 3
8
ri
.xi / are disjoint.
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 For some constant depending only on p and on the dimension, there holds
NX
iD1
Z
@Bi
jV  nBi j
p dx  C2;pr
 1kV k
p
Lp.B2/
; (2.1)
where nBi is the outer normal to the ball Bi .
Proof. See Section 4.
The next lemma is needed in order to translate properties of the current I to the
vector field V .
Lemma 2.3. Given a piecewise smooth domain  B2, for almost all t 2 Œ "; "
the following properties hold:
 The slice hI; dist@; ti exists and is a rectifiable 0-current with multiplicity
in 2Z.
 The map
R
@t
V.y/  nt.y/ dH
1.y/ (where nt is the unit normal to @t ) is
well-defined and coincides with the number hI; dist@; ti.1/ 2 2Z.
Proof. See Section 5.
Combining the Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we obtain:
Lemma 2.4. Given r > 0, there exists a set of balls ¹B1; : : : ; BN º with radii in
Œ3=4r; r such that the thesis of Lemma 2.2 holds and that for any  which is the
closure of a connected component of B2 nSNiD1 @Bi the slice hI; dist@; 0i exists,
is a rectifiable 0-current with multiplicity in 2Z and
hI; dist@; 0i.1/ D
Z
@
V.y/  n.y/ dH
1.y/ 2 2Z:
Proof. We can use Lemma 2.2 first, obtaining a set E  Œ3=4r; rN . For a cover
¹B 01; : : : ;B
0
Nº corresponding to a density point ofE, we can then apply Lemma 2.3
for all the closures of connected components of B2 n
S
@B 0i , and then consider the
slices for t  0 only.
2.2 Mollification on the boundary and estimates on good and bad balls
Lemma 2.5. For a choice of ballsBi as in Lemma 2.4, it is possible to find a vector
field Vm 2 C1.
S
i @Bi ;R
2/ such that for all the regions as in Lemma 2.4 there
holds
8i;
Z
@
Vm  n dH
1 D
Z
@
V  n dH
1 2 2Z; (2.2)
kVm   V kLp.
S
i @Bi /
 "m: (2.3)
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Proof. It is enough to find Vm satisfying (2.2) and (2.3), and defined only on the setS
i @Bi n ¹x W 9i ¤ j; x 2 @Bi \ @Bj º WD
S
i @Bi n I . Indeed, then we can mod-
ify it on a neighborhood of I in
S
i @Bi , defining a global smooth vector field,
without affecting the requirements (2.2) and (2.3). See Figure 1.
Figure 1. We represent schematically the procedure used to construct the vector
field of Lemma 2.5. Vm is initially defined outside the finite set of points I which is
marked thicker in the drawing on the left. Then we keep Vm fixed on the set which
is thick on the right, and modify it near the crossings to obtain the final vector field.
We now find Vm as above. From Lemma 2.4 it follows thatX
i
@BiV  nBi 2 L
p
[
i
@Bi

and has integral in 2Z. Therefore we can take its mollification as a definition of
the normal component of Vm, automatically satisfying (2.2) by the properties of
the mollification. Then we can mollify the component of V parallel to
S
@Bi , and
take the resulting function as the parallel component of Vm, thereby verifying (2.3)
too.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose Bn are families of finitely many balls which cover B2 such
that each point is not covered more than C times and
max
B2Bn
.diamB/! 0 .n!1/
Then there holds X
B2Bn
kV   NV kLp.B/ ! 0 .n!1/: (2.4)
Proof. We take a smooth approximant W D W" such that
kV  W kLp.B2/  "=4C:
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Then, we can use Poincaré’s inequality
kW   NW kLp.B/  Cr
1=p
B krW kLp.B/;
and for n big enough there will holdX
B2Bn
kW   NW kLp.B/  "=2:
Putting together the above two estimates, we obtainX
B2Bn
kV   NV kLp.B/ 
X
B2Bn
kV  W kLp.B/ C
X
B2Bn
kW   NW kLp.B/
C
X
B2Bn
k NV   NW kLp.B/
 2
X
B2Bn
kV  W kLp.B/ C "=2
 2CkV  W kLp.B2/ C "=2
 ";
as wanted.
We now distinguish the balls Bi based on the value of
R
@Bi
V  nBi dH
1: we
call Bi a good ball in case the integral is zero, and a bad ball in case it is in
2Z n ¹0º.
Lemma 2.7. There exists a constant C > 0 such that if we have a cover as in
Lemma 2.2 with radii not greater than r WD ", then the number of bad balls satis-
fies the following estimate:
#.bad balls/  C"p 2kV kpLp :
Proof. For a bad ball B we have
1 
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z
@B
V  nB dH
1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ;
whence we deduce successively
1  C"p 1
Z
@B
jV  nB j
p dH1
and (by summing and using Lemma 2.2)
#.bad balls/  C"p 1
X
bad B
Z
@B
jV  nB j
p dH1  C"p 2kV k
p
Lp ;
as wanted.
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Remark 2.8. We observe that by Theorem 1.4, on a good ball the normal compo-
nent
vm   v W @Bi ! R
2; vm   v D nBi Œ.Vm   V /  nBi 
satisfies vm   v D r?am for some W 1;p-function am W @Bi ! R.
Remark 2.9 (explanation of the notation). If we associate to the form
˛ D ˛1 dx C ˛2 dy
the vector field V˛ D .˛2; ˛1/, then in an orthonormal frame nBi ; tBi given by
the normal and tangential unit vectors on @Bi we see that taking the normal pro-
jection done on vector fields, corresponds to restricting the associated form ˛, ob-
taining i
@Bi
˛ where i@Bi W @Bi !  is the inclusion. We can explain our notations
above by saying that objects arising from restrictions of forms will be denoted by
lower case letters.
The following is a well-known result from the theory of elliptic PDEs.
Lemma 2.10. Let Qa be a function on the boundary of the unit 2-ball S1 having
zero mean. Consider the harmonic extension QA of Qa over B1 satisfying´
 QA D 0;
QA D Qa on S1:
(2.5)
Then the following estimate holds:
kr QAkLp.B1/  Ckr QakLp.S1/: (2.6)
We will consider a0m on the boundary @B of a small ball instead of Qa on @B1,
and obtain a harmonic extended function, denoted byA0m, satisfying the analogous
of (2.10). Taking into account the scaling factors, we then obtain the following
estimate analogous to (2.6) on a ball Br of radius r :
krA0mkLp.Br /  Cr
1=pkvm   vkLp.@Br/: (2.7)
We claim that extending Vm WD r?A0m C NV inside Br , we obtain the wanted ap-
proximation:
Lemma 2.11. If B is a good ball of radius " on whose boundary we have
kV   VmkLp.@B/ < ";
then the extended smooth vector field Vm defined as above satisfies on B
kV   VmkLp.B/  C"
p 1
p kvm   vkLp.@B/ C kV   NV kLp.B/:
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Proof. We can then write
kV   VmkLp.B/  kV   NV kLp.B/ C kr
?A0mkLp.B/:
The second term above is estimated as in (2.7), by C"1=pkvm  vkLp.@B/, and the
estimate (2.3) gives then "kvm   vkpLp.@B/  C"p 1, finishing the proof.
Lemma 2.12. If B  B21 is a bad ball of radius " and vm is the smooth orthogonal
vector field on @B related to Vm as in Lemma 2.5 and V 0r is the radial extension
V 0r .; / WD
"

vm./
(in polar coordinates centered in the center of B), then with the notation
Vr WD V
0
r   NV ;
we have the estimate
kV   VrkLp.B/  kV   NV kLp.B/ C C":
Proof. There holds
kV   VrkLp.B/  kV   NV kLp.B/ C kV
0
rkLp.B/;
kV 0rk
p
Lp.B/
D
Z "
0
Z 2
0

"

p
jvm./j
p d d D C"2kvmk
p
Lp.@B/
:
From (2.1), (2.3) and the last equality above we conclude that kV 0rkpLp.B/  C"p,
as wanted.
2.3 End of proof of Proposition 2.1
Application of Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12
We will use the results of Section 2.2 in order to achieve a first global approxi-
mation V1 of V . We again start with the ball B1, where we will use Lemma 2.11
or 2.12, respectively when B1 is a good or a bad ball. The new vector field V1
obtained by replacing V with the so obtained local approximant on B1 satisfies
the following properties:
 Good approximation of V on B1: The approximation error in Lp-norm on
the ball B1 is bounded above by C"1=p C kV   NV kLp.B1/.
 Controlled behavior on the boundary: The extension inside B1 is equal to
r?A0m C NV on the boundaries of the balls Bi , and in particular it has de-
gree equal either to the one of Vm or to zero on any of the boundaries of the
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domains  of Lemma 2.5. Indeed, A0m is smooth, so VmjB1 will have diver-
gence either zero (for good balls) or a Dirac mass in the center of B1 (for bad
balls), while on B1 n
S
i @Bi , Vm D V1. Therefore V1 also has the properties
stated in Lemma 2.5.
This allows us to apply iteratively the aforementioned construction for the balls
Bj , j D 2; : : : ; N , in order to further modify V1. We obtain successively approx-
imants V2; : : : ; VN according to Lemmas 2.11, 2.12, and we are able to continue
ensuring the smallness condition kV   VmkLp.@Bj /.
Lemma 2.13. For each N" > 0 there exist a radius bound " and an approximation
error bound "m (in Lemma 2.5) such that the approximant VN constructed above
satisfies
kV   VN kLp.B2/  N":
Proof. Since in Lemma 2.2 the balls B 3
8
ri
.xi / are disjoint, we see that no point is
covered by more than NC balls Bi , where NC is a geometric packing constant de-
pending on our domain . Therefore in our construction we modify our initial V
at most NC times at each point. This induces a factor NC in our estimates.
By Lemmas 2.11 and 2.12 we can estimate
kV   VN kLp.B2/  NC
X
goodB
h
C"
p 1
p kvm   vkLp.@B/ C kV   NV kLp.B/
i
C NC
X
bad B

kV   NV kLp.B/ C C"

D NC
X
all B
kV   NV kLp.B/ C C"#.bad balls/C C"
p 1
p "m:
Consider now the expression in the last row above: the first term converges to
zero by Lemma 2.6, and the last one is small for "m small. The middle term can
be estimated using Lemma 2.7 and has thus a bound of the form C"p 1kV kpLp .
Since p > 1 and V 2 Lp, also this term is small for " small.
Smoothing on the boundary
The preceding iteration procedure gives us an Lp-approximant with error C" if
the radius r of the balls was chosen to be equal to ". Moreover it is easy to verify
that
divVN D
NX
iD1
ıxi
Z
@Bi
Vm; locally outside
[
i
@Bi ; (2.8)
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where xi is the center of Bi . The resulting vector field VN is however not in VR:
for instance, it is not smooth on all of
S
i @Bi . We will thus smoothen VN as
follows. We observe that locally near
S
i @Bi on B
2 n
S
i @Bi , VN is represented
as r?Ai WD r
?A0i C
NVi , where A0i is smooth and NVi is a constant equal to the
average of V on a particular Bi . We can take an open cover by small balls of a
neighborhood of
S
i @Bi , then mollify the functions Ai inside each of these small
balls, then use a partition of unity to patch the mollifications into a single smooth
function A", introducing an error of less than " in Lp-norm. Then we can safely
define V" WD r?A".
3 Proof of Main Theorem 1
Proof. We first show how to deduce the second part of Main Theorem 1 from
Proposition 2.1.
The main idea is that, by Proposition 2.1, we can take a sequence Vn
Lp
  ! V
which belongs to VR and construct maps un such that Vn D r?un, and they will
be constrained to converge to a u with the wanted property r?u D V . We remark
that if Vn is smooth and divergence-free outside a discrete set†, then V ?n is locally
holomorphic, and the fact that the divergence around any point of † is a Dirac
mass with coefficient in 2Z translates into saying that V ?n has degree equal to
that coefficient around that point. Consider the divisor D supported on † with
residue corresponding to the divergence of Vn. In complex notation V ?n becomes
a meromorphic function with divisor D, so we can take un WD argV ?n , which is
well-defined with values in R=2Z and satisfies run D V ?n .
We have thus functions un 2 W 1;p.; S1/ satisfying Vn D r?un and there-
fore
run
Lp
  ! V :
We can change the un by a constant so that 1jj
R
 un D 0 2 R=2Z. Then by
Poincaré’s inequality we have that the un form aLp-Cauchy sequence, converging
therefore to Nu 2 Lp.;R=2Z/. After extracting a subsequence
un
W 1;p
   * u 2 W 1;p:
Since we have a.e.-convergence too, it must hold u D Nu andr?u D V , as wanted.
As above,
un
W 1;p
   ! u
and d.un/ are finite sums of Dirac masses with integer coefficients. The fact that
for u 2 W 1;p.;R=2Z/ the vector field r?u has the properties required in the
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theorem, follows from Theorem 1.5, by taking
I D Iuz D 
 
u 1.z/; 1;
r?u.x/
jr?u.x/j
!
;
for a common regular value z 2 R=2Z of all the un and of u. With this choice,
using the coarea formula (observe that in our case jJuj D jr?uj), we obtain, for
all f 2 C1c ./,Z

u ^ df D
Z

r?u  rf dx D
Z
S1
dy
Z
u 1.y/

df;
r?u
jr?uj

dH1
D
Z
S1
Iuy .df / dy D
Z
S1
@Iuy .f / dy:
Similarly we obtain for all n:Z

un ^ df D
Z
S1
@Iuny .f / dy D 2@I
un
z .f /;
since for functions un having finitely many singularities, @Iuny .f / does not depend
on y. We have (since C1c  .W 1;p/)Z
S1
@Iuny .f / dy !
Z
S1
@Iuy .f / dy:
Without loss of generality, recalling Theorem 1.5 we may assume that the inte-
grands on the left converge pointwise at z, and that the mass M.Iuz / is bounded.
This proves the condition (1.4) with I D Iuz , thus finishing the proof.
3.1 Proof of the second version of the Main Theorem
Proof. We consider the diffeomorphism ' W R=2Z ! S1  R2 given by t 7!
.cos t; sin t /, and then instead of the map u W  ! R=2Z obtained in the Main
Theorem 1 we take the map Nu WD ' ı u W ! S1  R2. We then obtain
r Nu D ru˝ .r' ı u/ D
 
 @1u sinu @1u cosu
 @2u sinu @2u cosu
!
;
therefore
Nu1r
? Nu2   Nu2r
? Nu1 D cos
2 u
 
 @2u
@1u
!
C sin2 u
 
 @2u
@1u
!
D r?u:
This proves the wanted identifications, and we only need to prove that if we have
Nu 2 W 1;p.; S1/, then Nu1r? Nu2   Nu2r? Nu1 2 Lp.;R2/. This follows using
the relation Nu21 C Nu22 D 1 and its consequence Nu1r? Nu1 D  Nu2r? Nu2. We have
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indeed:
j Nu1r
? Nu2   Nu2r
? Nu1j
2 D Nu21jr
? Nu2j
2   2 Nu1 Nu2r
? Nu2r
? Nu2 C Nu
2
2jr
? Nu1j
2
D . Nu21 C Nu
2
2/jr
? Nu2j
2 C . Nu21 C Nu
2
2/jr
? Nu1j
2
D .@2 Nu2/
2 C .@1 Nu2/
2 C .@2 Nu1/
2 C .@1 Nu1/
2
D jr Nuj2;
and since u 2 W 1;p, this proves the result.
4 Proof of Proposition 2.2
Our aim here is to prove the following
Proposition 4.1. Given r > 0, there exists a cover of B21 by a finite set of balls
¹Br .y1/; : : : ; Br .yN /º such that the balls Br=2.yi / are disjoint and such that for
some constant depending only on p and on the dimension,
NX
iD1
Z
@Br.yi /
jV  nBr .yi /j
p dx  C2;pr
 1kV kp
Lp.B2/
; (4.1)
where nBr.yi / is the outer unit normal vector to the circle @Br.yi /.
Directly form the proof of Proposition 4.1 we can also obtain the more refined
result:
Proposition 4.2. Given a real r > 0, there exists a natural number N , a set of
centers ¹x1; : : : ; xN º and a positive measure subset E  Œ3=4r; rN such that for
all .r1; : : : ; rN / 2 E the following hold:
 The balls ¹B1; : : : ; BN º with Bi D Bri .xi / cover B2.
 The smaller balls B 3
8
ri
.xi / are disjoint.
 For some constant depending only on p and on the dimension, there holds
NX
iD1
Z
@Bi
jV  nBi j
p dx  C2;pr
 1kV kp
Lp.B2/
:
4.1 Equivalent definition of the pointwise norm of V
hV; i for a vector  2 S1  R2 can be expressed as jV jj cos  j where  is the
angle between  and V . After notingZ
S1
j cos  jp d DW cp;
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we can write
jV jp D
1
cp
Z
S1
jhV; ijp d: (4.2)
We now pass to consider the circle Sr.x/ D @Br .x/. Then we can writeZ
Sr .x/
V.y/  nBr .y/ dy D
Z
Sr.x/

V.y/;

y   x
jy   xj

dy
D
Z
S1
hV.x C r/; ir d:
Given a positive number r , a point x 2 R2 then belongs to the circle Sr.y/ exactly
for y 2 Sr.x/, and we have by (4.2) thatZ
Sr .x/
ˇˇ
V.x/  nBr.y/.x/
ˇˇp
dy D
Z
Sr.x/
ˇˇˇ
ˇ

V.x/;

x   y
jx   yj
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
p
dy
D
Z
S1
jhV.x/; ijpr d
D cpr jV.x/j
p : (4.3)
4.2 Proposition 4.1 and an extension of it
Proof of Proposition 4.1. We observe that (4.3) can be integrated on R2 (after hav-
ing extended V by zero outside B2), to give
cpr
Z
B2
jV.x/jp dx D cpr
Z
R2
jV.x/jp dx
D
Z
R2
Z
Sr .x/
ˇˇ
V.x/  nBr.y/.x/
ˇˇp
dy dx
D
Z
R2
Z
Sr .z/
ˇˇ
V.x/  nBr .z/.x/
ˇˇp
dx dz
D
Z
B2
1Cr
Z
Sr.z/
ˇˇ
V.x/  nBr.z/.x/
ˇˇp
dx dz: (4.4)
We now define some systems of disjoint balls. We consider a set
S D ¹x1; : : : ; xN º  B
2
1Cr s.t.
´
min1i¤jN d.xi ; xj /  r;
S is maximal,
(4.5)
and the corresponding set of translates of the ball Br .0/
S WD S C Br.0/ D ¹¹x1 C y; : : : ; xN C yº W y 2 Br.0/º:
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Then S coversB1Cr (by maximality in the definition of S ) at most C times, where
C is a packing number (by the requirement on the mutual distances of elements
of S ). We can then bound the integral (4.4) from below as follows:
cpr
Z
B2
jV.x/jp dx D
Z
B2
1Cr
Z
Sr.z/
ˇˇ
V.x/  nBr.z/.x/
ˇˇp
dx dz

1
C
Z
Br
 
NX
iD1
Z
Sr .xiCz/
jV  njp dy
!
dz
and it follows that there exists z 2 Br such that
NX
iD1
Z
Sr.xiCz/
jV  njp dy 
Ccpr
jBr j
Z
B3
jV jp dx D C2;pr
 1kV k
p
Lp.B2/
:
This is enough to prove (4.1). Moreover, again by the maximality of S0, the balls
¹Br .xi C z/º
N
iD1 cover B
2
1 , and by the requirement on the distances of the centers
in (4.5), the Br=2.xi C z/ are disjoint, proving Proposition 4.1.
5 Proof of Proposition 2.3
Suppose here that we are given a vector field V 2 Lp.B2;R2/, for some p ¤ 1,
such that for some integer multiplicity rectifiable current I we have divV D @I .
This means more precisely thatZ
V  r D hI; di; for all functions  2 C10 .B
2/: (5.1)
Here hI; di refers to the action of the current I on the 1-form d. If is a piece-
wise smooth domain, we will also call @t the set ¹x W dist@.x/ D tº. By dist@
we here denote the oriented distance from @, i.e. the function defined on a small
neighborhood of @ and equal to dist outside  and to   distc inside . Our
aim in this section is to prove the following
Proposition 5.1. Given a piecewise smooth domain  B2, for almost all values
t 2 Œ "; " the following properties hold:
 The slice hI; dist@; ti exists and is a rectifiable 0-current with multiplicity
in 2Z.
 The map
R
@t
V.y/  nt.y/ dH
1.y/ (where nt is the unit normal to @t ) is
well-defined and coincides with the number hI; dist@; ti.1/ 2 2Z.
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Proof. We consider a family of symmetric mollifiers '" W R ! RC supported in
Œ "; ", and their primitives ".x/ WD
R x
 1 '" dt . We will consider a non-negative
function g which is C1c -extensions to a neighborhood of @ of the constant func-
tion equal to 1 on all the sets t with t 2 Œ 2"; 2", and we write the current I
as .MI ; I ; I /, where MI is a 1-rectifiable set supporting the current I , I is the
orienting vector of I and I is the multiplicity of I . Then the currents approximat-
ing the slice hI; f; ti (for some Lipschitz function f W B2 ! Œ 2"; 2"), when it
exists, satisfy
Ixf #.'".   t /d/.g/ D
Z
MI
hI .x/; g.x/'".f .x/   t /dfxidH
1.x/ (5.2)
D
Z
MI
hI .x/; g.x/d.".   t / ı f /xidH
1.x/
D hIxg; dF"i where F".x/ WD ".f".x/   t /
D hI; dF"i since sptF"  ¹g D 1º
D
Z
¹xWjf .x/ tj"º
V  rF" dx
2 (by (5.1)):
Now we take f .x/ WD dist@.x/, obtaining that a.e. on a tubular neighborhood
T .; 2"/ WD
[
 2"t2"
@t ;
rf exists, and on each @ D ¹f D º it is a.e. equal to the unit normal vec-
tor n . Therefore we have
rF".x/ D r.".   t / ı f"/.x/
D '".   t / ı f .x/rf .x/ D Œ'".   t / ı dist.x; @/ ndist@.x/
andZ
¹jf  tj"º
V  rF" dx
2 D
Z
T.;2"/
'" ı dist@t .x/ V .x/  r.dist@t /.x/ dx
2
D
Z "
 "
'".t/
Z
@t
V  ntdH
1

dt:
As in the usual theory of slicing, for almost all t the currents Ixf #.'".   t /d/
converge weakly to the slice hI; f; ti as "! 0. Similarly, V being in Lp, a domi-
nated convergence argument gives also for almost all Nt the convergenceZ "
 "
'".   t /
Z
@
V  n@ dH
1

dt !
Z
@t
V  n@t dH
1: (5.3)
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The fact that almost all slices of an integer multiplicity rectifiable current are inte-
ger multiplicity rectifiable gives the first point of the proposition, while the second
point follows from (5.2) and (5.3).
6 Further remarks concerning the Main Theorem
We want first to point out that not all boundaries of rectifiable integral currents @I
are representable as u for u 2 W 1;p.; S1/, if p > 1, showing that this case
is more subtle than the case p D 1 treated in Theorem 1.2. To do this, we use the
second formulation of the Main Theorem, which says that such u would then be
equal to V ? for some vector field V 2 Lp satisfying divV D @I . We will show
that not all integral currents I have @I equal to a divergence of a Lp-vector field.
Suppose first that we have a vector field V on B".p/ satisfying divV D ıp
(where ıp is the Dirac mass in p). Then for almost all r 2 Œ0; "Œ we haveZ
@Br.p/
V  nBr.p/ dH
1 D 1; (6.1)
and we see that under the constraint (6.1), the minimal Lp-mass is achieved by the
radial (in polar coordinates around p) vector field
Vmin.; r/ D
1
2r
Or
(by a rearrangement argument and by the convexity of the Lp-norm for p > 1).
We therefore obtain (for some geometric constant C )
kV k
p
Lp.B".p//
 kVmink
p
Lp.B".p//
D C"2 p: (6.2)
We see that such estimate on the norm of V is only dependent on the fact that
.div V /xB".p/ D ıp. We can now use a series of inequalities like (6.2) on a series
of (disjoint) balls in order to find our counterexample.
Example 6.1. Take a sequence of positive numbers .ai /i2N such that
sup
i
ai D ";
1X
iD1
ai D 2; (6.3)
1X
iD1
a
2 p
i D C1: (6.4)
It is possible to achieve this for any " > 0, since p > 1.
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Now take a 2-dimensional domain . It is possible to find a series of disjoint
balls Bi of radii ai for any sequence ai as above, provided that " is small enough
(because H1./ D 1 and for any set C , H1.C / > 0 implies H2 p.C / D 1).
Inside each Bi one can insert two disjoint balls BCi ; B i of radius ai2 . Call x˙i the
center of B˙i , and consider the current
I D
1X
iD1
Œx i ; x
C
i :
Using the estimate (6.4) and the estimates (6.2) on the disjoint balls B˙i , we obtain
that any vector field satisfying the condition divV D @I must not be inLp. By our
Main Theorem (second version), we see that none of the currents constructed in
this way can possibly have boundary equal to the distributional Jacobian of a map
u 2 W 1;p.; S1/.
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